[Predictive information of basic indices of biochemical status of a man in evaluating the tolerance to acute hypoxia].
Under simulation of acute hypoxic hypoxia with participating the volunteers (men) there has been studied the predictor significance of the biochemical indices characterising an intensity of lipoperoxidation process, hormonal status and level of fermentemia. It is indicated that the following indices, namely, LDH, a [symbol: see text]-DPDH, MPD, secondary products of POL, SOD, insulin, cAMP and cAMP/cGMP have the prognostic validity. The revealed combination of the reliable relations was approximated by the equations of one-factor regression. As this takes place, the analysis of the presented dependencies between tolerance for hypoxia and biochemical indices allowed one to recognize the most probable mechanisms of resistance to the effect of this factor. The performed discrimination analysis for 6 biochemical variables (cAMP, LDH, SOD, MPO, MDA, TC) made it possible to create discriminant equations and to formulate the decisive rules to class the individuals into the ranks with different tolerance to the oxygen deficiency. The high informative capacity of the mentioned approach is recommended by the authors for a more wide use when developed the expert system to evaluate the human functional state as applied to the effect of extreme environmental factors and activity.